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Abstract

A collapsible campstove and lantern arrangement which may be readily converted from a campstove to a camp lantern and which is disassemblable into a compact lightweight unit that can be easily carried by a backpacking camper. The campstove and lantern arrangement includes a lantern subassembly that is adapted to support a standard cloth mantle and efficiently distribute the fuel during burning so as to produce a relatively bright lighting effect. The illustrated lantern subassembly includes an apertured flame distributor having a smooth uninterrupted sleeve portion intermediate its ends about which the cloth mantle may be tied in its assembled position. The lower end of the distributor tube is formed with a plurality of resilient fingers that permit the lantern subassembly to be moveably and adjustably positioned on different sized gas outlet tubes of camp stoves.

11 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
COMBINATION CAMPSTOVE AND LANTERN

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

This invention is in the field of combination campstove and lantern arrangements and more particularly concerns such arrangements in which the campstove burner head is replaceable with a lantern subassembly.

When backpack camping, it is often desirable to have a source of light that is greater than that generated from relatively small flashlights commonly carried by backpackers. Because of the weight and bulk of larger flashlights, or the commonly used fuel powered camper's lantern that utilizes cloth mantles to generate relatively bright lighting effects, such devices usually are not available to the backpacker.

While attempts have been made to provide both a combined camping lantern and stove arrangement, such prior proposals have been relatively heavy and cumbersome, or have been limited in use to a specific type of camp lantern or stove, or have not permitted utilization of the standard cloth lantern mantle.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a collapsible combination campstove and lantern arrangement which is relatively small and light in weight, and lends itself to easy storage and transport by backpacking campers.

Another object is to provide a combination campstove and lantern as characterized above which utilizes standard cloth lantern mantles and is adapted to produce a relatively bright lighting effect.

A further object is to provide a lantern attachment subassembly that is readily adaptable and usable with various existing campstoves.

Other objects and advantages of the invention will become apparent upon reading the following detailed description and upon reference to the drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a side view, partially in section, of a campstove burner base wherein the burner head is shown disassembled therefrom;

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a lantern subassembly for the burner base of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a side view, partially in section, of the lantern subassembly of FIG. 2 mounted on a gas campstove burner base with an unburnt cloth mantle over the upper portion of the subassembly and tied thereto; and

FIG. 4 is a side view similar to that of FIG. 1 with the lantern subassembly mounted on the burner base and a burnt lantern mantle mounted thereon.

While the invention is susceptible to various modifications and alternative forms, a specific embodiment thereof has been shown by way of example in the drawings and will herein be described in detail. It should be understood, however, that it is not intended to support the invention to the particular form disclosed, but, on the contrary, the intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

With reference to FIG. 1, there is shown a lightweight collapsible campstove typically carried by backpackers. The stove includes a burner base 10 having a gas tube 11 mounted on a stand 12 and supporting a platform 13 upon which cooking apparatus or the like is positioned during use of the stove. A burner head, or stove attachment, 14 having an internally threaded neck 16 is shown unscrewed from the threaded upper end 17 of the burner tube 11. Gas is supplied from a tank T through a tube 18, a valve 19 and the gas tube 11 to provide fuel for the burner head 14 when lit. A control knob 21 controls the setting of the valve 19 to determine the rate of flow of gas through the tube 11.

To maintain the gas tube 11 in an upright position a threaded stud 22 on the bottom of the gas tube is threadedly received by a nut 23 mounted in the stand 12. A radially extending flanged collar 24 at the top of the gas tube 11 supports the platform 13.

In accordance with the invention, the burner head 14 is unscrewed from the gas tube 11 as shown in FIG. 1, and is replaceable with a lantern assembly 25 which is adapted to operatively support a standard cloth mantle. The lantern assembly 25 includes a foraminous tube 26 which replaces the burner head 14 on the threaded end 17 of the gas tube 11. To produce light, a standard cloth lantern mantle 27 is placed over the tube 26 and secured about its perimeter by a drawstring 28. After the mantle 27 has been prepared by burning, the gas fuel from the tank T is lit as it emerges from the top of the flame distributor tube 26, illuminating the lantern mantle.

To support the mantle 27 in its vertically disposed position and to distribute gas along the length of the flame distributor 26, a substantially T-shaped (in cross section) adapter is provided. The adapter includes a cylindrical rod portion 29 that extends coaxially within the tubular flame distributor 26 and has a transverse flange or deflector plate 31 extending radially outwardly at one end thereof which rests upon the flame distributor. In order to securely maintain the rod portion 29 of the adapter in place within the tubular flame distributor 26, the rod portion is formed with an annular shoulder 32 that forms a friction fit within the flame distributor 26. The adapter in this instance is formed of two parts: namely, the elongated rod 29 and the transverse deflector plate 31. To securely fasten the two members together, the rod 29 is formed with an outwardly extending tip 33 which extends through an aperture in the plate 31 and is flattened in riveted fashion to secure the two members together.

The spacing between the outside diameter of the rod 29 and the inside diameter of the flame distributor 26 is important in that if the spacing is too small the flow of gas will be blocked, and if the spacing is too large, the gas will primarily burn near the top of the flame distributor 26. Preferably, a spacing of about 1/16th of an inch has been found to cause the gas to be evenly distributed along the flame distributor 26.

To separate a gas burning area 34 of the flame distributor 26 from an air intake portion 36 of the flame distributor, a sleeve 37 is secured about the flame distributor 26 intermediate its ends. This sleeve 37 not only separates the flame burning portion 34 from the air intake portion 36 of the flame distributor 26, but also provides a surface upon which the drawstring 28 of the mantle 27 can be tied. The location of the sleeve 37 is important in that if the distance between the deflector plate 31 and the sleeve is too great, the bottom of the mantle, upon shrinkage on burning, would break. Preferably, the sleeve 37 has a relatively smooth outer surface, and as the mantle shrinks when being prepared for use by burning, its loosely tied lower end will slide upwardly along the sleeve. The tubular flame distributor 26 preferably is formed from perforated metal sheet stock which is cut when in its flat condition so as to include notches at one end and is then rolled into the cylindrical
A collapsible campstove and lantern apparatus comprising a stand for supporting said apparatus in an upright position, a burner base mounted in upstanding relation on the stand and having a gas tube with an upper outlet end and a gas inlet end, a stove burner attachment removably mountable on said gas tube outlet end so that when gas is supplied through said gas tube and ignited said apparatus functions as a campstove, a lantern subassembly including a mantle support deflector plate and flame distributor member, said flame distributor member being removably mountable on said gas tube outlet end upon removal of said stove burner attachment, said deflector plate being mounted transversely on and extending radially outwardly from an upper end of said flame distributor member when said member is in mounted position on said gas tube, a cloth mantle mountable in inverted fashion over said mantle support deflector plate and flame distributor member with said deflector plate holding said mantle in a substantially open condition, said mantle having means for securing a lower end thereof about said flame distributor member so that when gas is supplied through said gas tube and member and ignited the mantle is illuminated and said apparatus functions as a lantern, and said stand, burner base, stove attachment, and lantern subassembly, all being disassemblable from each other whereby said burner base, stove attachment, and lantern subassembly may be contained in said stand for compact storage and transport.

2. The combination campstove and lantern arrangement of claim 1 including means removably mountable on said gas tube for supporting cooking hardware during use of said campstove, and upon disassembly, said burner base, stove attachment, and lantern subassembly are containable within said stand and hardware support means for storage and transport.

3. The combination campstove and lantern arrangement of claim 1 in which said mantle support and flame distributor member includes a cylindrical apertured sleeve, and a gas distributor element mounted concentrically within said apertured sleeve for defining a relatively narrow uniform gas passageway about the perimeter of said distributor element.

4. The combination campstove and lantern arrangement of claim 3 in which said apertured sleeve and gas distributor element are sized such that the width of the passageway about perimeter of said distributor element is about one-sixteenth inch.

5. The combination campstove and lantern arrangement of claim 3 in which said apertured member includes a relatively smooth unapertured portion intermediate its ends upon which said mantle is tied when placed over said mantle support and flame distributor member.

6. The combination campstove and lantern arrangement of claim 3 in which a relatively smooth outer surfaced retaining sleeve is positionable in close overlapping relationship with said apertured sleeve at a location intermediate the ends thereof, and said mantle is secured over said mantle support and flame distributor member by tying said mantle about said retaining sleeve.

7. The combination campstove and lantern arrangement of claim 3 in which the lower end of said apertured sleeve is formed with resilient finger portions for adjustably and removably engaging gas tube outlet ends of different sizes.
8. A combination campstove and lantern arrangement comprising a burner base having a gas tube with an upper end and a gas inlet, and a lantern subassembly including an elongated hollow flame distributor vertically mounted on the upper end of the gas tube, the flame distributor having an apertured upper elongated portion, and an elongated gas distributor element substantially centrally mounted in the upper portion of the flame distributor, means for closing the top end of the flame distributor including a deflector plate extending radially beyond the top of the flame distributor, means for removably mounting the flame distributor on the upper end of the gas tube whereby a mantle may be placed over the upper end of the flame distributor, spaced apart from its upper portion by the deflector plate, and tied about an intermediate portion of said the flame distributor so that when the gas is supplied through the gas tube and the flame distributor and lit, the mantle will be illuminated.

9. The arrangement of claim 8 in which the flame distributor has an unapertured intermediate portion about which said mantle is tied.

10. The arrangement of claim 9 in which the flame distributor has an apertured lower portion.

11. A mantle-type lantern subassembly for a campstove which has a gas tube upon which a burnet head may be removably positioned, comprising a tubular flame distributor having a lower end defining gripping means for mounting said flame distributor on the end of said gas tube, said flame distributor having an apertured upper portion and an unapertured sleeve portion below said upper portion, a gas distributor rod mounted at the upper end of said flame distributor substantially concentrically therein and extending from said upper end to said sleeve portion, and a mantle deflector plate extending radially outwardly of said flame distributor for supporting a mantle in an open position about said flame distributor.